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Hi Folks,

May 13, 2020

Here's a overdue update about our what's growing on at the farm and our
perspective on marketing during the pandemic. First we'll talk about farm news,
then you'll hear from Jenni about our marketing, and ﬁnally if you scroll to the
bottom, you'll hear from Jim.

Farm Update
Between the freezing nights these past 10 days and the whirlwind of pandemic
adjustments to marketing and farming, I can hardly believe it’s mid-May. I’m
sure you all can relate with your routines upended as well. Weather each spring
is unique, will we have a nice steady warming trend like 2019, or lots of rain like
2018? We have planting schedules reﬁned over 45 years of growing, and
generally these allow us to manage our way through all the different types of
spring we may experience.
2020 has kept us on our toes so far. We had May warmth in March, which had
us scrambling to keep up with plant development, ﬁeld preparation, and
questioning if we should have done more earlier. Then April cooled way down,
still within our normal, but on the cool side. Now we’ve had 10 days of March
temperatures, freezes and frosts, in May! A night or two of frost in May, or even
the ﬁrst of June has happened, but not 10+ days of frosts and freezes. This is
unusual, especially since temps dropped well below 28 F during two of the
freezes.
We prepared, covering and double covering almost all the crops out in the
ﬁelds with white fabric to try to give the young plants four or ﬁve degrees F of
protection. I’m most worried about the sungold tomatoes, basil, summer
squash, and green beans, all summer crops that really can’t survive a frost, let
alone a freeze. Spring greens like chard, lettuce, and beets should survive,
though leaves may be damaged and unmarketable, delaying harvest for a
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the covers and evaluating the damage, replacing and nurturing as many crops
back to vigor as we can.
Alongside preparing for and managing for the cold, we’ve been keeping up the
spring orientation and training of new apprentices. Koﬁ, Mary, and Ella have all
joined us over the past month, and Ray will arrive in a week. They’ve each
been hearing from our experienced apprentices on topics ranging from use of
walkie talkie radios for communication and coordination, to tractor operation
and safety, to chicken care, correct transplant watering, quick effective harvest
techniques for each crop, and a myriad other skills large and small. This past
week we’ve also focused on introducing each to their jobs and crops for the
season. They have the challenge of taking ownership, learning all we can
share, and being the advocate for the job or crop that does make the difference
between meeting our goals or not.

These past few weeks our ﬁelds have been looking like a fabric farm! These thin
fabric rowcovers are our best tool in our arsenal to protect our fragile transplants
from frosts
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Apprentices Ella, Mary and Judith harvesting arugula

Market Update
With the pandemic we added a full load of marketing work onto our farm work
including: creating a new marketing system, building and managing an online
store, sourcing the high quality local, often organic, veggies you expect, doing
all the packing and handling, and getting them to you in a safe and effective
manner. I am so proud of all that the New Morning Farm team, both here at the
farm as well as at our market locations in DC/Maryland, has accomplished to
continue to provide food in a safe manner.
I also truly appreciate your participation and understanding as we learn how to
be successful with pre-order and market pickups. It has not been perfect, but
we’re learning and making fewer mistakes each event. Thanks also for your
willingness to learn and use our online store, and coming at the speciﬁed
pickup time. Chevy Chase Market team and customers have a perfect record.
You’ve helped us maintain a 100% success rate, every box has made it into the
hands of the people for all three pickup events.
That being said, we all would much prefer to set markets up normally with
effective social distancing, giving you the ability to purchase exactly the items
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hundreds of hours of labor on the farm each week, time we’ll use to grow and
harvest veggies. I can’t give a timetable, the future, even next week is too
uncertain for me to make any promises, but please know that we are committed
to adding more ﬂexibility into our markets just as soon as we can see a way to
do so safely for everyone.
Currently, Sheridan and Chevy Chase markets are pre-order of over 75 items,
with veggies bundled into kits, and only one or two items available for purchase
on Saturday itself. Dupont Market is pre-order of about 15 veggies, and you can
order exactly what you’d like. Please see Jim’s note below for the full story on
why all our markets are not the same, and each has its own advantages and
disadvantages.
Thanks again for your participation, understanding, and support for us as well
as all the neighbor farmers, growers, and local food producers that create this
good food. We hope to see you at market!
Be Well,
Jenni

Jim's Notes
Dear loyal customers,
As I’ve whined many times (e.g. see my blogs last fall, still online) the kind of
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the moody weather of Pennsylvania, with the industrial model in the world’s
best climate (California) has been our challenge for all our 47 years.
All our new-looking trucks and tractors, all our regular deliveries of good-looking
produce belie the reality that, for example, in the three years preceding 2019
even our Social Security income didn’t put us in the black!
In our climate, harvesting vegetables earlier than June 1 is difﬁcult. Starting in
around our 25th year we invested in techniques that let us grow a few crops
under cover for May harvest. But we’ve never had enough quantity in May to
open our Saturday markets. And besides, we’re frantically busy planting the
ﬁelds for summer harvest, so we like to stay home working, not marketing.
Meanwhile, the market at Dupont Circle on Sundays, which we helped to
establish in 1997, requires that we only sell strictly what we ourselves grow
AND they insist that we come to market more weeks than we’ve ever done on
Saturdays. So we go to great lengths to grow a few things to harvest in May, to
sell at Dupont.
That’s the reason that, for over 20 years, we have opened our market season
(albeit with a tiny selection of items) in May at Dupont, while waiting ‘til June for
Saturday Markets.
At the Sheridan and Chevy Chase Markets, we sell what we grow, but with the
huge additional enhancement of things our neighboring farmers grow. That’s
why we always have asparagus, cherries, even peaches in June. If we only
brought our own crops there, you’d see much less variety, to the point that you
might even lose interest in coming.
And because the additional sales at the Saturday Markets create more
efﬁciency and more proﬁts for us, we can afford to have lower prices at
Sheridan and Chevy Chase.
Now comes the pandemic. There is way, way more demand for our food, on top
of the usual disappointment of our devoted customers, not seeing us in April
and May.
So we thought hard and realized that if we really tried to ﬁnd more of that
scarce local, organic produce, combined with our daughter (Janie) bakery
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Chevy Chase in our (normally) off-season. And the additional income might
offset the threat of losses caused by likely marketing difﬁculties, pandemicrelated, in our normal season.
So that’s why you’ve seen us with boxes (and social distancing) on a few
Saturdays, (the next one being 5/23).
In April we found, as we started the ﬁrst order fulﬁllment process, that it’s
extremely time-consuming and accuracy-challenging to make up nearly 450
boxes, with many different choices and varying customer needs. So we
streamlined, creating “veggie kits” (combinations of similar produce items)
which make the process much faster and simpler. In fact, without this kit
concept, we would only be able to accept a fraction of the many orders placed.
But some of you have complained, understandably, that the choices for
ordering for Sundays at Dupont are in some ways less limited than for
Saturdays at Sheridan and Chevy Chase. (You can order for your choice of
individual items, rather than kits for pickup at Dupont Circle).
That’s true, but on the other hand the variety of items available at the Saturday
markets, including the things our neighbors grow, baked goods, eggs, cheeses,
is at least ten times what we have for Dupont!
So it’s a trade-off. More choices in one way, but drastically more choices in the
other way. But it’s not an either/or. Anyone can do both, of course. Come to
Dupont on Sundays and either pickup a pre-order via curbside pickup (no
waiting in line or need to enter the market!) AND/OR order from about a
hundred items for Saturday pickup at Sheridan School or Chevy Chase market,
including (or not) veggie kits. (And pies and sticky buns!!)
We know it’s not ideal, and we’d love to give you exactly what you choose, any
time or place. But we have this very inconvenient situation that no one can ﬁx.
We love you, we want you, and need you (as Elvis used to say). So please
bear with us! Thanks!
Jim
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